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ردیف

A:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Vocabulary Odd one out.
a China
b. Egypt
a. leave
b. stop
a. Imagine
b. look at
a. region
b. area

c. American
c. increase
c. think of
c. north

d. Armenia
d. give up
d. suppose
d. part
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B. Fill in the blanks with the given words. There is one extra word.
fluently- sign-popular-heartbeat-ability-depressed
1

5.
6.
7.
8.

The doctor is listening to my grandfather’s …………….
Deaf people use ………………language to communicate.
Working with computers for a long time makes people sick and …………..
She lived in France so she can speak French …………
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C. Match the words with their definitions.

1

A
9. calm
10. exist
11. century
12. absolutely

B
a. surely, certainly
b. although something is true
c. to be or live
d. a period of 100 years
e. without worry
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D. Use the pictures to fill in the blanks in the following sentences.

1

4
13.
14.
15.
16.

She bought 11 …………….……(daslecn) for her birthday.
There are 7 ……….…….(tinsceontn)
My father buys 2 kilos of ………….….(tame) every month.
Water makes up 72 …………….…. (cepretn) of earth.

E. Choose the best answer.
17. In some cities, prices -------- from shop to shop.
a. vary
b. make up
c. exist
d. begin

1

18. ……..the fact that it was Friday, the supermarket was very crowded.
a. Also
b. Besides
c. Despite
d. In addition
19. Fast food is increasingly ………..these days.
a. rapid
b. quick
c. kind
d. popular
20. After such a dry summer, it's too difficult to ……what rain looks like.
a. imagine
b. live
c. make up
d. believe
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F. Add the words in parenthesis to the following sentence.
21. Ali will invite his friend. (next week)
………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
22. Zahra studies at school. (English)
1

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………
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23. my teacher in the street yesterday. (I saw)
………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
24. We visit our grandmother on Fridays. (usually)
……………………………………………………………………………………………………….
G. Choose the best answer.
25. Put ------------sugar into your tea.
a. a few
b. a little
c. little
0.75

d. many

26. There are------------ of shops and restaurants in our city.
a. a few
b. much
c. many d. a lot
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27. Has he got_______ interesting books in his library?
a. a little b. much
c. many d. little
H. Match the two parts. One is extra in the second part B

0.75

A
28. mother
29. a couch
30. gain

B
a, potato
b. tongue
c. weight
d. society
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I. Underline the subject(S), verb (V), object (O) and adverb (Ad) in the following sentences.
31. Yesterday, I saw my teacher in the street.
32. The man is eating lunch quickly.

1
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J. Fill in the blanks with the given words.
stress- busy - relatives - technology - risk – healthy- diet
1.5

One good way to have a better lifestyle is having ----33----- relationships with others. Recent
research has shown that a good social life decreases the ---34--------- of death. Sadly, some
people do not visit their -------35---------very often these days. They are so ------36------ with their
work and usually use --------37----------- to communicate. Also, praying decreases --------38-------and gives people a calm and balanced life.
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K. Read the following paragraph and then answer its questions.
An endangered language is a language that has very few speakers. These days, many languages
are losing their native speakers. When a language dies, the knowledge and culture disappear with
it. A lot of endangered languages are in Australia and South America. Some of them are in Asia
and Africa. The number of live languages of the world is around 7000, and many of them may not
exist in the future. Many researchers are now trying to protect endangered languages. This can
save lots of information and cultural values of people all around the world.
2

39.Many researchers try to save lots of information and cultural values of people whose
languages are in danger.
True
False
40.The knowledge and culture of a language die if it dies .
41. What is an endangered language?
42. Why is it important to save dying languages?
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Good Luck!

True

False
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